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REMOTE SITES

AIP (AKAMAI INTELLIGENT PLATFORM)
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VALID IN …

... REGION 1
Western Europe, USA, Canada

... REGION 2
Eastern Europe, Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, Latin America

... REGION 3
China, Taiwan, Russia, Australia, New Zealand, India

... REGION 4
Other countries on request
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HOW CAN YOU BENEFIT FROM THIS TECHNOLOGY?

FASTER IPSEC CONNECTION via the Internet

SIGNIFICANT STEP-UP IN QUALITY, particularly for long-distance or inter-continental connections

INCREASED DATA THROUGHPUT thanks to vastly reduced packet loss, and reduced latency during data transfer

ALL APPLICATIONS benefit from improved performance – NOT JUST HTTP/HTTPS

WHEN DOES THIS SOLUTION MAKE SENSE FOR YOU?

If you need HIGH-PERFORMANCE DATA TRANSMISSION via the Internet

If you wish to integrate REMOTE SITES WHERE MPLS IS UNAVAILABLE

If you are looking for a COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION (monthly OCI costs, plus 15%)

For the INTEGRATION OF REMOTE SITES AT SHORT NOTICE

T-Systems